Introduction
============

Despite the resources used to treat alcoholism, efficient programs to reduce relapse after treatment remain a critical need in the health care systems ([@B40]). Even though health professionals implement some relapse prevention strategies, the lack of maintenance of clinical progress over time is a common result ([@B31]; [@B48]; [@B66]). As a consequence, the relapse rate is a good indicator to guide clinical decisions about intervention courses, to compare the effectiveness of treatments, and to determine the accumulation and transference of knowledge for treatments ([@B50]).

Given the relevance of relapse to understanding recovery from alcoholism, researchers and clinicians have been interested in the analysis of conditions that improve the description and explanation of this treatment outcome. In this sense, the analysis of issues such as the appropriate methodology to study relapse (e.g. prospective, retrospective or ecological momentary assessment), the correct analytical methods applied to relapse data or how technologies can allow a near-time characterization of relapse, are current topics in the investigation agenda [@B8]; [@B25]; [@B31]). However, to improve understanding of relapse, researchers need to solve a crucial problem: the lack of consensus in what is a relapse.

As [@B25] noted, \"arriving at an operational definition of relapse for a given behavior that is acceptable to researchers and clinicians alike is daunting\" (p. 230). Relapse has been defined by researchers in several ways without a clear correspondence between the conceptual and operational levels ([@B27]; [@B29]; [@B66]; [@B63]). Consequently, there are a large number of definitions of the relapse construct, limiting clinical judgments to results in a particular study in the best of cases, but making cross-study comparisons difficult. Furthermore, the asymmetry between the conceptual and operational definition of relapse usually results in uninformative measures of the concept ([@B38]; [@B50]; [@B54]).

For example, the asymmetry between the conceptual and operational definition of relapse has resulted in contradictory judgments about relapse rate. [@B57] justified the need for relapse prevention measures because of the high personal and social costs associated with alcohol use disorder, \"even though relapse rates are low\" (p.85). The authors argue that just a minority of patients experience a relapse within the *first three years* in which they go into remission. On the other hand, [@B65] argue that identifying risk factors to a relapse is a primary task since dependence on alcohol is characterized by high rates of relapse into a problematic drinking behavior after a successful treatment. Both affirmations result from different variables, but clearly reflect the importance of precisely operationalizing the concept. An evaluation of the relationship between conceptual and operational definitions can help to favor some definitions of relapse over others.

The notion of problematic drinking patterns and the conceptualization of relapse as a process are two common elements in the conceptual definition of relapse-but not at the operational level ([@B29]; [@B66]). In relation to the first matter, [@B34] noted that drinking patterns are composed of different dimensions (e.g. a reset period, a threshold of consumption, the frequency of alcohol drinking, duration of the drinking episode, and negative consequences). Therefore, the challenge is to assess if some measure of relapse is sensitive and reflects changes in the whole drinking pattern and not just one dimension.

The \"drinking pattern\" is usually reduced to the amount of alcohol (any drinking or drinking over a threshold) ([@B26]; [@B45]) and consequently, some aspects remain unclear. For example: (1) how other dimensions are related to the amount of alcohol (e.g. if negative consequences are additive or equivalent to the amount of alcohol); (2) if the reduction of negative consequences is a good outcome criterion with clinical significance; (3) if the determined heavy drinking (based on a drinking threshold) is a standard measure generalized to different individuals or populations; (4) how the consumption pattern(s) change during and after treatment (e.g. if the amount of alcohol consumed per drinking episode remains constant across time, but drinking episodes occurs with less frequency or vice versa). As a result, the ways to leave the wagon anticipated by [@B34] remain unclear.

The second challenge is to assess if measuring discrete outcomes is sufficient to conduct a comprehensive study of the difficulties in sustaining clinical change over time. Relapse is conceptualized as a process, but measured as a discrete event ([@B44]; [@B29]). As [@B26], discussed, increasing the heuristic value of the construct of relapse depends on understanding relapse as a recovery process. Attending the process of relapse will imply at least (1) considering the common distinction between lapse and relapse, where the first supposes a consumption that is expected in the recovery process, (2) according to [@B54] \"look\[ing\] at the whole process of relapse\" (p. 418), which requires the analysis of variables related to relapse before, during, at the end and after drinking episodes, (3) analyzing multiple drinking episodes over time and not just an isolated one, using broader descriptive categories ([@B9]; [@B18]; [@B60]), such as drinking trajectories [@B64]; or analyzing the consistency of risk factors or coping strategies across drinking episodes ([@B31]; [@B46]), (4) designing longitudinal studies, and (5) analyzing individual processes (changes in drinking patterns can represent different levels of progress or risk in particular cases).

Increasing the heuristic value of the construct of relapse requires a systematic evaluation of a relapse definition that facilitated cross-study comparisons reflecting the drinking pattern. Previously obtained results utilized a large number of definitions in the study of relapse ([@B26]; [@B45]). Nevertheless, it is not clear if actual measures of relapse are sensitive to both drinking patterns and the process of returning to problematic drinking.

The present review looks at the indicators that can be used to understand relapse as a pattern of consumption and as a process. First, it identifies the frequency with which a dimension or a set of dimensions was used to define relapse. Second, it looks possible relationships between the different dimensions used to measure relapse. Third, it evaluates if relapse was considered to be a discrete outcome or a process (e.g. measured by drinking patterns before, during and after treatment; lapse/relapse distinction; analyses of trajectories or multiple episodes; longitudinal designs; and descriptions of individual processes). Fourth, it identifies theoretical or empirical criteria explicitly used to favor a particular definition of relapse. Fifth, it compares relapse rates as a function of the definition of relapse that we found. Finally, it integrates some of the conditions that can improve our understanding of relapse as a pattern and process.

Method
======

A systematic review of the operational definition of alcohol consumption relapse was conducted following the PRISMA-P guidelines ([@B35]).

Inclusion/exclusion criteria
----------------------------

Considering the purpose of the review, articles were reviewed if they: (a) were published in peer-reviewed journals; (b) described an explicit operational definition of relapse\--articles that did not were excluded even if the definition could be inferred; (c) assessed relapse during or after a specific psychological or self-care group intervention (these interventions could either be complemented by pharmacological treatment or not, we considered them relevant as a reference point since criteria for a reset period (remission) do not exist; (d) studied interventions focused on alcohol consumption; and (e) were published between 2000 and September 2016. The analyses were not restricted by the age or gender of the participants, nor by region or language of publication.

Literature research
-------------------

The research was conducted via an electronic database (PsycINFO, PsycArticle, and Web of Science) using a combination of the next terms: (\"alcohol\") AND (\"relapse\" OR \"lapse\") AND (\"prevention\" OR \"treatment\" OR \"intervention\"). Documents were identified from the correspondence of the terms used with the title, the abstract or the key words. The resulting documents were screened based on title and abstract, and the selected articles were assessed for eligibility.

In a second review, called *retrospective research* ([@B7]), we looked for articles in the reference section that could be included in the review. Finally, a *prospective research* was also conducted using PubMed and Google Scholar to identify documents that cited the articles already retrieved.

**Elements of interest**

With articles that met inclusion criteria we identify the following elements in the operational definition or definitions of relapse in order to assess if the operationalization of the term reflect drinking patterns, considering: (1) the dimensions considered to operationalize relapse (e.i. reset period, any drinking, threshold, frequency, and negative consequences) and the combination of these; (2) the identification of relapse as a discrete or continuous measure (e.g. categories such as heavy drinking or as an index); (3) the measure of the drinking pattern before treatment (used to obtain a reference point for the return to problematic drinking); and (4) justifications about the dimensions and the values used. Finally, to assess if the operationalization of the term reflected the notion of process, we considered: (a) the lapse/ relapse distinction; (b) if the consumption pattern was evaluated before, during or after treatment; (c) the moment and number of evaluations of relapse; (d) the analyses of trajectories or multiple episodes; (e) the duration of the study and use of longitudinal designs; and (f) the description of individual processes.

Results
=======

A total of 1, 689 articles were retrieved with database research and 24 with retrospective and prospective research. After that, duplicate articles were removed, 1, 340 titles were screened and their abstracts examined; 1, 289 articles were excluded and 51 full-text articles were assessed for eligibility. Finally, 18 articles met all inclusion criteria (see [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}).

Figure 1PRISMA flow diagram of search strategy

In relation to the conceptualization of the drinking pattern, [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows the frequency of dimensions used. The most frequent definition was based on any drinking: seven times as the unique indicator, five times preceded by a reset period, and two times associated with frequency (e.g. any drinking after three consecutive days of abstinence). The second most frequent definition was based on a threshold of consumption: the amount of alcohol was used on three occasions as a unique dimension, two times it was associated with frequency, one time it was preceded by a reset period, one time it was associated with negative consequences, and four times it was associated with another two dimensions. The third most frequent definition was based on negative consequences. In most of the cases it appeared in association with another dimension, while only one article used negative consequences as the unique indicator. The fourth most frequent definition was based on the frequency of drinking: in two cases it was associated with a threshold of consumption and the other two times with any drinking. Finally, a reset period was used preceding any drinking and the threshold of consumption, three and two times respectively. In all the cases, dimensions were measured as discrete categories.

Figure 2Dimensions and combination of dimensions used to operationalize relapse: Days of abstinence (Dl), any drinking (D2), a threshold (D3), frequency (D4), and negative consequences (D5).

[Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the operational definitions described in the articles under review. In relation to the values of the dimensions used to define relapse, results showed that values differed across studies. For example, in the case of consumption threshold, the amount of alcohol ranged from 4 up to 31 standard drinks, or from 30g up to 60g of alcohol. In the case of drinking frequency, relapse was identified considering two drinking episodes in a week, or more than five episodes in the same period. Only two studies had a reset period as an element of the relapse definition, in both cases, four days in remission was needed to identify a relapse. Finally, negative consequences were associated with hospitalizations and legal or personal

Table 1Operational definitions of relapse used: dimensions and values.Study No.First author YearpublishedIndependent VariableOperational definitionLapse/ Relapse (Distinction)MomentStudy Duration (months)Relapse rate measures1Zywiak et al., 2006Gender and relapse type1) 4 consecutive days of abstinences -Any drinkingNoPT\*1262%2Wetzel et al.,2004Type of treatment1) Any drinkingNo\*\*PT1249% / 77%2) Threshold (60 g) or 3) Hospitalization46% / 76%3Maisto et al., 2003Operational definition1) 4 consecutive days of abstinences -Any drinkingNiPT674%2) 4 consecutive days of abstinences -Threshold (4 standard drinks for females and 5 standard drinks for males)62%3) 4 consecutive days of abstinences -Any drinking - Drinking with problems60%4) 4 consecutive days of abstinences -Threshold (4 standard drinks for females and 5 standard drinks for males) -Drinking with problems50%4Mertens et al., 2012Abstinence versus nonproblematic drinking1) Threshold (5 standard drinks) - 4 drinking days per month - Use of other substance - Interpersonal and/or legal problemsYesPT13251%5Bottlender et al., 2004Risk factors1) Any drinking (during treatment)YesT/PT1231% / 16%2) More than three drinking episodes of more than 30g (females) and 60g (males) - Drinking lasting more than a week \-- Drinking problems (after treatment)6Witteman et al., 2015Risk factors1) Any drinkingNoPT347% / 66%2) Threshold (6 standard drinks)25% / 40%3) Problematic drinking (determined by participants)29% / 43%7Estopiñán et al., 2009Type of treatment1) Threshold (6 standard drinks) or 2)YesT/PT127% / 14%More than 5 drinking episodes in a week\*\*\*30% / 60%8Moos et al., 2005Type of treatment1) Threshold (3 ounces) - Alcohol intoxication - Drinking problemsNoPT19238% \*\*\*57%9Bennett et al., 2005Relapse prevention training1) Any drinkingNoPT1269% \*\*\*83%2) Threshold (9 standard drinks) - 3 consecutive drinking episodes55% \*\*\*74%10Demirbas et al., 2012Type of treatment1) Any drinking - 3 consecutive drinking episodesNoPT657%11Mueller et al., 2007Type of treatment1) Any drinkingNoPT1214% / 40% / 56% / 38% / \*\*\*29% / 43%/ 50% / 41%12Feeney et al., 2002Type of treatment1) Any drinking orNoT362%2) Withdrew from treatment without advising\*\*\*86%13Martínez et al., 2014Coping strategies1) Threshold (determined by participants)NoT/PT622%14Papachristou et al., 2014Risk factors1) Any drinking - 2 drinking episodesYesPT30%15Vielva et al., 2001Risk factors1) Any drinkingNoPT642%16Allsop et al., 2000Risk factors1) Threshold (31 standard drinks) -Consumption in 3 daysYesPT1270%17Strowig, 2000Risk factors1) Any drinkingNoPT1246%18Neto et al., 2008Type of treatment1) Any drinkingNoPT6-[^1][^2][^3][^4]

As [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} shows, in some studies definitions based on a dimension were employed as comparable to definitions based on a different dimension. For instance, relapse was defined during treatment as any drinking, and after treatment defined as three drinking episodes of 30g of alcohol for females and 60g for males ([@B5]). In another case, researchers defined relapse in such a way as to suggest that different dimensions of relapse were equivalent (e.g. a threshold equivalent to the frequency of consumption or negative consequences) ([@B15]; [@B37]).

In relation to the conceptualization of the relapse as a process, [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} also shows the lapse/relapse distinction. Only 27% of the studies differentiated both treatment outcomes: any drinking and a threshold of consumption were used to identify a lapse; a threshold of drinking, drinking frequency, and negative consequences associated with drinking were used to define a relapse. In some studies, researchers measured more than one outcome (e.g. any drinking and drinking 60g of alcohol) not by the lapse/relapse distinction, but because of the recognition of the lack of consensus with respect to the definition of the term.

The lapse/relapse distinction and the record of different outcomes allowed the assessment of the predictive value of different definitions. For instance, [@B24] assess relapse using different definitions: (1) any drinking after four days of abstinence; (2) heavy drinking after four days of abstinence; (3) any drinking with problems after four days of abstinence; and (4) heavy drinking with problems after four days of abstinence. The main results showed that definitions of heavy drinking have a predictive utility independent from any drinking definition. Heavy drinking definitions make better predictions about drinking variables (e.g. number of drinking episodes and drinks per day), while any drinking constitute a significant predictor of the current diagnosis of alcohol dependence.

In the same vein, results showed that relapse rate, defined as a threshold of drinking, was affected by training to detect early warning signs of relapse, but this training did not affect relapse rate when measured as any drinking. [@B4] compared two groups, both enrolled in a standard treatment program, but the experimental group received 15 additional training sessions to detect early warning signs of relapse. Results showed that the additional training reduced the occurrence of heavy drinking (nine standard drinks in three consecutive days), but did not affect measures of any drinking.

Finally, the recording of more than one treatment outcome was useful in specifying the amount of alcohol behind any drinking definition. For instance, using the definition of any drinking, [@B61] reported a relapse rate of 48% three months after treatment and 77% after 12 months. But they also measured relapse using a threshold of 60g of alcohol; with this definition the relapse rate was very similar to that observed with any drinking (46% and 76%, respectively). This second measure allows the clarification that, at least for the study of [@B61], the high relapse rate can be related to the way heavy drinking is classified by any drinking measure.

The inclusion criteria of participants in the different studies were based on a diagnosis following the third and fourth version of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. As a complement to the diagnosis, only 44% of the articles describe some characteristics of consumption patterns at the group level before treatment (see [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}).

Table 2Studies that reported at group level some alcohol drinking dimensions before treatment StudyStudyDrinking Episode (Frequency)Amount of alcohol (Mean or maximum value)Negative consequencesTime drinkingWetzel et al., 2004YesYes\--Mertens et al., 2012\--YesYesBottlender et al., 2004-Yes\--Witteman et al., 2015YesYes\--Moos et al., 2006YesYesYesYesBennett et al., 2005Yes\--YesFeeney et al., 2002-Yes\--Neto et al., 2008YesYes-Yes

With respect to the analyses of individual processes, only one article described individual data. Results from the study of [@B67] showed that the number of relapses, defined as any drinking after four days of abstinence, were different in particular cases. Thus, in the six evaluations conducted during the time the study took place (12 months), only 13% of the participants reported six relapses, 18% present a single relapse, and 22% relapsed on three occasions. The study does not specify the moments when participants experienced a relapse.

On the other hand, one objective of the present review was to identify possible theoretical and/or empirical justifications to favor a specific definition of relapse. Relapse was explicitly measured using different thresholds for males and females (e.g. four standard drinks for females and five standard drinks for males, or 30g and 60g, respectively), considering that the effects of alcohol depend on the size and weight of people. A second justification was the definition of relapse as any drinking, to consider early actions during treatment. But researchers defined relapse recognizing the lack of consensus in the definition.

Finally, [Table 3](#t3){ref-type="table"} shows the relapse rate as a function of the definition of relapse. A relapse rate comparison (obtained in the same study) is made using any drinking and the threshold of drinking definitions. Results confirm that the way relapse is defined leads to important differences in relapse rates, at least considering these two dimensions.

Table 3Studies that allow a comparison of relapse rate considering different definitions (any drinkings and a threshold)BottlenderWittemanWetzelMaistoWittemanBennettMaistoWetzelBennettThreshold**16%25%46%50%40%55%62%76%74%**Any Drinking**31%47%49%60%66%69%74%77%86%**

Discussion
==========

A systematic review was conducted to evaluate the asymmetry between the conceptual and operational definition of relapse. In general, the gap between operational definitions and the understanding of relapse as a drinking pattern and process of return to problematic drinking persists. The results obtained exemplify that consumption patterns are usually reduced to the amount of alcohol, any drinking or drinking over a given threshold (an amount of alcohol that ranged from 4 to 31 standard drinks). A smaller proportion of studies measure relapse considering negative consequences and drinking frequency. Also, relapse is measured as a discrete outcome: only 27% of the studies distinguish between lapse and relapse, even though each measure seems to be associated with different treatment outcomes. Before treatment, some elements of the drinking pattern were measured in only 44% of the studies; only one study described the analyses of individual processes and multiple episodes.

Results show that any drinking remains the most frequent operationalization of relapse, probably because it is easy to measure and results suggest it allows for the study of relapse to some extent. However, some problems can be enumerated for the definition of any drinking: (1) it does not allow the operationalization of the relapse and recovery from addiction as a process, (2) it is not a sensitive measure of the problematic drinking pattern, (3) it is only a partial predictor of post-treatment drinking patterns, and (4) it is uninformative.

With respect to the first problem, our findings suggest there is an asymmetry in the conceptualization of relapse as a dynamic and complex process and its operationalization as a discrete result. The study of relapse as a process supposes that lapses do not imply resistance to change. From a theoretical position, it can be argued that behavioral change takes place across different stages: any drinking after treatment can differ from any drinking before treatment, where people do not even contemplate the need to reduce or abstain from drinking ([@B12]). On the other hand, empirical data suggest that clinical change in addictive behavior and other conditions (e.g. depression) is discontinued and nonlinear ([@B20]). In this sense, the study of relapse as a discrete outcome does not describe the typical course in post-treatment drinking trajectories that show a prolongation of abstinence, a shortening in the duration of drinking episodes, the reducing of episodes\' frequency or the reduction in number of drinks per day ([@B14]; [@B34]; [@B48]; [@B50]).

Another argument that can support a processes conceptualization is the abstinence violation effect. According to some authors ([@B22]; [@B28]), identifying eventual alcohol drinking as a part of the process of change can reduce the probability that any drinking may result in a return to problematic drinking. As [@B46]state, relapse, defined in a dynamic way, represents a reference point from which patients under treatment may reevaluate their own treatment course.

Conversely, conceptualizing relapse as a process instead of a discrete outcome can promote the systematic analyses of multiple drinking episodes. In our review, the analysis of multiple episodes was not a central interest. Decisions about treatment course and the assessment of treatment effectiveness can be more realistic if they are based on a set of events rather than a single one. Typically, researchers evaluated a small number of drinking episodes (if more than one drinking episodes were measured), but also treated episodes as independent units ([@B25]), making it difficult to characterize the problem across time (e.g. how the dimensions of relapse change, and the timing and size of these changes, etc.), as the results suggest. Because alcohol drinking is commonly conceptualized as a chronic condition ([@B13]; [@B23]; [@B32]; [@B36]; [@B48]; [@B51]), the analyses of multiple episodes can create the opportunity to improve prevention strategies or specify action mechanisms targeting risk factors.

The second problem with the definition of any drinking is related to the limits that it imposes on the potential of getting a closer picture about the return to a problematic drinking (at individual and group level). The results of [@B61] shows that the registration of different outcomes allows a better understanding of relapse processes. According to [@B3], one indicator used to identify problematic drinking is the amount of alcohol consumed per episode. Results in the review offer some support to this claim, suggesting that any drinking can be viewed as part of so-called controlled drinking ([@B66]), and that the amount of alcohol (threshold) is a relevant dimension of relapse ([@B3]; [@B10]; [@B24]; [@B50]; [@B64]). The definition of any drinking does not allow the assessment of whether a specific drinking episode is similar or can be characterized as heavy drinking, and to clarify if this category can be generalized to individuals.

In the same vein, negative consequences are another important indicator excluded by the definition of any drinking. Both the amount of alcohol and negative consequences are indicators used to delineate problematic drinking, but their relationship remains

unknown ([@B3]; [@B19]); the interactions of these dimensions can only be explored if the definition of any drinking is abandoned. Even with the challenge of determining what constitute negative consequences and their weight at the individual level, problems related to alcohol consumption are an important reference point to assess clinical progress. Nevertheless, a smaller proportion of studies use this dimension to operationalize relapse.

The third problem of the definition of any drinking is related to the predictive utility of this treatment outcome. As was already reported in other documents, any drinking does not necessarily imply a progress in relapse considering more complex treatment outcomes ([@B52]; [@B62]), even with more addictive substances such as heroin ([@B17]). In the same vein, results obtained with the definition of any drinking are not associated with changes in post-treatment drinking patterns ([@B4]; [@B24]).

Finally, considering a pragmatic criterion, the definition of any drinking is problematic because it represents an undescriptive treatment outcome and consequently, only partially reports on the process (or processes) of recovery from addiction. Since definitions of the relapse are associated with different results ([@B24]), the strategies and actions of health professional can more effectively improve treatment if they consider a better description of the entire drinking pattern ([@B61]).

Based on these four aspects, an alternative is to measure treatment outcomes using a composed index that reflect the whole consumption pattern before treatment and how it changes across drinking episodes during and after treatment at the individual and group level. With this aim in mind, the first challenge is to record and describe the consumption pattern, enabling within-subject and between-subject comparisons. To achieve this goal, we propose to normalize the value of each dimension of the drinking pattern, that is, divide the value of a dimension by some parameter. For example, in the case of amount of alcohol, we can divide the average of alcohol consumed per drinking episode by the heavy drinking parameter: if average consumption per drinking episode is higher than heavy drinking, the amount index will result in a value \> 1; if consumption is lower than heavy drinking the amount index will give a result \< 1; if individual consumption is equal to heavy drinking, the amount index will be exactly 1.

Normalized values can be applied to the rest of the dimensions, taking as a reference the value of each dimension before treatment at the individual level given the ignorance of a parameter equivalent to heavy drinking. So, in the case of drinking frequency, if a subject reported an average of five drinking episodes per month before treatment, and this frequency constituted a characteristic of his/her problematic drinking, drinking with a frequency higher than five episodes in a month will result in a frequency index \> 1; if their drinking frequency is lower than five drinking episodes then the frequency index will give a result \< 1; if the frequency doesn\'t not change across time, the frequency index will be 1. A similar logic can be applied to negative consequences and duration of drinking episodes, or other parameters.

We believe that a normalized composed index can facilitate: (1) cross-study comparisons avoiding the use of several definitions that are based on partial descriptions of the drinking pattern; (2) clarifying the relation (e.g. additive or multiplicative) between dimensions, providing a more precise description of these change (or not) over time, and assessing its specific predictive and informative value in the recovery from alcoholism; and (3) tracking individual differences in their recovery from addiction.

Thus, the registration of the composed index can be conducted taking the drinking episode as the basic unit of analysis. Following [@B52], researchers can set the beginning of an episode as any drinking and define its end as 24 hours of abstinence. As [@B34] suggests, for each episode researchers can quantify the amount of alcohol (not limited to any drinking, heavy drinking or similar categories), the frequency of drinking episodes in a month, the average duration of the episodes (amount of alcohol consumed in a specific temporal window), and the number and types of negative consequences associated with alcohol drinking (ideally determined for individual cases). Other aspects can be described to make the pattern of alcohol drinking even more precise: type of beverages, the context of drinking, the temporal distribution of drinking episodes, etc. The composed index must reflect the consumption pattern of alcohol before treatment and contrast it to changes during and after treatment; the reduction of negative consequences, consumption frequency, and the amount and/or duration of the drinking episodes may represent different levels of progress at the individual level.

A final suggestion for the study of relapse is to use relapse definitions that are sensitive to substance type. Research on relapse based on a general diagnosis such as substance use is common (e.g. [@B2]; [@B6]; [@B36]; [@B55]), and may limit the comprehension of relapse processes by assuming that a singular definition is appropriate to describe relapse processes under different conditions. For example, a general inspection suggests that the lapse/relapse distinction is more common in the analyses of smoking problems than in alcohol; in fact, only the lapse comes into the analysis when smoking is the treated problem ([@B41]; [@B49]). On the contrary, in the literature on alcohol, as results showed, a small proportion of the studies distinguish between lapse and relapse. Consequently, any use is usually a lapse in smoking studies while any drinking represents a relapse for research on alcoholism.

In the same vein, relapse in smoking behavior is usually studied using an ecological momentary assessment instead of prospective and retrospective designs. This evaluation *in the heat of the moment,* as described by [@B58], may be complex to conduct in studies with substances such as amphetamine, cocaine, heroin, or even alcohol due the effects of the substance, in addition to the contexts and patterns of use associated with each substance.

Addictive behavior usually involves the use of more than one substance and the study of relapse needs to be sensitive to the interaction of different substances. For example, [@B58] found that alcohol drinking was strongly associated to smoking lapses (any use), but not with a relapse. On the other hand, comparisons between smokers and nonsmokers suggest that smoking appears to facilitate abstinence from alcohol drinking ([@B47]; [@B56]). Informative research related to the definition(s), risk factors and strategies to prevent relapse can result from the systematic analyses of similarities, differences, and relations between the types of substance use ([@B21]). Considering differences in the way relapse is measured can improve the treatment of poly-users.

Conclusion
==========

The large diversity of definitions in the study of relapse remains a common problem because these definitions do not reflect drinking patterns nor capture the notion of relapse as a process, limiting the study of individual processes and making cross-study comparisons difficult. Even with the limitation of the no agreement on an operational definition of relapse, the literature shows growing data that allow the delineation of risk factors and effective prevention strategies. Nevertheless, in order to improve our understanding of relapse, analysis needs to move away from discrete treatment outcomes to consider patterns of alcohol drinking and measure their changes across drinking episodes. Generating systematic descriptions of each dimension of drinking patterns and tracing consumption trajectories over time using a composed index that reflects individual and group differences before, during and after treatment may prove useful.

Limitations of the study
========================

Finally, the present review has some limitations. First, the inclusion criteria were very specific, resulting in an easily compared sample of studies, but also in a small number of recently-published documents (i.e. in the last five years). Based on the present results, future reviews can also include studies with only pharmacological interventions and/or different substances (e.g. illegal drugs) to increase the sample. Second, in the same vein, the small number of studies does not allow the assessment of specific questions. One example would be if the association of some risk factors to relapse depends on the definition of relapse. Third, likely due to the inclusion criteria, none of the articles reviewed defined relapse using categories related to drinking trajectories or other broader concepts.

[^1]: Notes:

[^2]: \*T = evaluation of relapse during treatment; PT = evaluation of relapse after treatment.

[^3]: \*\* Different outcomes were recorded, but not necessarily because of a lapse/relapse distinction.

[^4]: \*\*\* In those studies that compared two treatments, the relapse rate for the second one is described in the bottom line.
